
E
nglish wine is taking off, with more

and more people recognising its

award winning quality and

production growing by the year. A

generation ago it was wise to steer

clear of ‘British wine’, blends of cheap

wine from generally unnamed sources.

But since then, a warming climate and

improvements in viniculture has seen 

a whole new industry blossom.

Commercial vines are now grown

throughout the UK, predominantly 

in the south of England about also in

Wales and even Scotland.

Viniculturalists all over the world know

that without treatment, large portions of

any vine crop will routinely be lost to

fungi, bacteria, and – the blight of the

industry - mildew. The English growers

also realise that like all developing

industries, as production grows so the

need for efficiency increases.

Oxfordshire’s Heli-Lift Services has

been pioneering the use of helicopters

for spray treating grapevines, using

technologies developed by neighbours

Sensor Technology. Star ting in the

historical vineyards of Douro Valley,

Portugal, where with little room for

tractors, Heli-Lift soon realised that aerial

spraying was very much more efficient

and cost effective than traditional manual

methods. It is now promoting its

capabilities to English vine growers, 

who are all keen to innovate and 

advance their industry fur ther onto 

the world stage.

Heli-Lift Services’ spraying rig is

designed so that its nozzles release

perfectly weighted droplets evenly and

swiftly over the crop. The company has

also developed a hydraulically stabilised

Heli-Deck for easy refilling on rough or

sloping ground. To ensure even spray

coverage, the pilots use a sophisticated

GPS mapping device called HeliNav

LoadMaster coupled with an intelligent

LoadSense weight sensor that monitors

spray usage to plot and record progress

in precision detail.

Both HeliNav and LoadSense were

developed by Sensor Technology Ltd.

LoadSense is based on the company’s

wireless torque sensor which the

industrial world is very fond of.

Helicopter operators took to it because,

being wireless, there is no need to drill

cable holes through the aircrafts’ body

panels – which would mean getting

recertified for airworthiness.

The pilots asked if Sensor Technology

could link the load information with

accurate GPS positioning, to automated
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flight planning for optimised spray patterns,

and HeliNav LoadMaster was born.

The load sensing and position monitoring

technology developed by Sensor Technology

is essentially simple, yet is accurate to very

fine tolerances. LoadSense combines 

Sensor Technology’s wireless signalling with 

a strain gauge Load Sensor. It has the

capability of wirelessly transmitting its data

to a readout where it both displays live

readings and records them to build up an

exact profile of each operation. Its inbuilt

32MBit memory can hold up to 280 hours

of data which can then be downloaded to a

PC via its USB cable.

The load sensor transmits using the

worldwide licence free frequency of 2.4GHz

using two built in antennae. The cockpit

mounted readouts provide the pilot with

precise real time information in an easy to

understand graphical format. The sensor can

also send signals direct to handheld

readouts so that assistants on the ground

have the same live information.

HeliNav LoadMaster provides position

information through an on-board GPS

(global positioning system), inclinometer 

and accelerometer and helps pilots plot and

follow flight paths, monitor flight times, fuel

requirements, etc. As such it makes even the

most complex spraying jobs simple and

efficient. It also logs the weight of the 

load and the distance travelled, so that 

the helicopter operating company can

provide the client with accurate work

reports and precise billing as well as

schedule timely maintenance.

Sensor Technology and other British

companies lead the world in advancing

electronic sensing and data handling systems

and it works hand-in-hand with the English

wine industry, which is equally innovative 

and successful.

There are now over 500 vineyards in

Britain, the most northerly being on the

Shetland island of Unst, 1,400 miles north of

Bordeaux and just 400 miles south of the

Arctic Circle. They produce 5,000,000

bottles of world-class wine that competes

with the best that Europe and the New

World have to offer. These numbers are

growing rapidly: 1,000,000 new vines were

planted in 2016, which will eventually

produce about 2,000,000 bottles of wine

and people are clamouring to join the

industry or increase their existing

investments. Norfolk’s Winbirri Bacchus 

has been voted the world’s best white 

wine, sparkling Nyetimber from Sussex is

similarly acclaimed.

Sensor Technology www.sensors.co.uk 

   
 

As an established provider of highly accurate and

reliable measurement systems, Anton Paar offers

renowned solutions for wine producers, filling

plants, and fee-for-service laboratories. In a step to

complete the portfolio for the wine industry, Anton

Paar now launches the novel Fourier-Transform

InfraRed (FTIR) Analyzer Lyza 5000 Wine. With a

multitude of parameters and connectivity to Anton

Paar’s established wine analysing systems, Lyza 

5000 Wine is the multi-parameter analyser the

industry has been waiting for.

FTIR spectroscopy in combination with

chemometric models is one of the most powerful

technologies for quickly and accurately

determining the essential wine parameters,

including ethanol content, sugar profiles, and acid

profiles. With Lyza 5000 Wine’s user-friendly

touchscreen interface anyone, whether oenologist

or lab technician, can handle even complex

measurement routines with ease.

Quick results are necessary in order to have

immediate quality control during the production

process and to minimise reaction times. Lyza 5000

Wine not only gives results in less than one minute in

stand-alone operation, it also automates analysis with

Anton Paar’s Xsample 520 sample changer. Lyza

5000 Wine connects to Anton Paar instruments such

as density meters, alcohol meters, pH meters, and

turbidity meters, creating the most powerful

measurement system for wine analysis. Results from

all connected instruments are collected in an all-in-

one report after only one sample preparation, one

filling, and one measurement. For the highest degree

of automation, Lyza 5000 Wine can be fully

integrated into LIMS systems via Ethernet and WiFi.

www.anton-paar.com
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